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Abstract: Around the world, interest is growing in the circular economy in response to the current
unsustainable model of production and consumption based on increased use and depletion of
resources. This paper provides a review of the academic literature on the circular economy in
agri-food systems, with the aims of understanding its main characteristics and perspectives, and
summarizing and discussing the literature in this field. This review provides a deeper understanding
of the opportunities provided by the circular economy as a solution to the current need to reduce
the environmental impacts of business-as-usual economic systems and the state of the art of the
circular economy in the academic debate. The results are discussed based on the chosen topiccore investigated in this review: business model and organization management, food loss and
waste along the supply chain, analytical tools for the circular economy, stakeholder acceptance
of the circular economy, and mitigation strategies and political approach. The findings show the
need for the implementation of cleaner production models and consequent increases in stakeholder
responsibilities and awareness, from both producers and consumers, as well as the need for the
implementation of suitable policies and tools.
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During the last decade, the circular economy (CE) has received increasing consideration around the world as a method to overcome the present model of production and
consumption, which is characterized by increased use and depletion of resources.
The CE is defined as “a production and consumption model, which involves sharing,
renting, reusing, repairing, renovating and recycling existing materials and products for as
long as possible [1] and reducing to the minimum of waste” [2], offering a better alternative
to the current model of economic development, the “take, do and dispose of” model [3]
with a view to economic, environmental, and social sustainability [4].
It was estimated that by 2050, the population will reach 9 billion, and our natural
resources are limited. Following demographic and economic development and change
in consumption patterns, the use of global resources has considerably increased [5]; in
this context, the extractive industries are responsible for the main global carbon emissions,
resource extraction, consequent loss of biodiversity, and water scarcity, having negative
impacts on climate and natural systems [6].
The 21st century is facing increasingly important and complex challenges such as
biodiversity loss, climate change, resource depletion, water scarcity, population growth,
and economic issues. A circular economy makes it possible to overcome these challenges
through economic and environmental development that preserves and enhances natural
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resources and renewable flows [7]. The advantages of CE systems are attributable to the
reduction in the environmental impact through the minimization of waste, the increase in
economic benefits, the redesign of products, the choice of materials [8], the reduction in
price volatility, and increased job growth [9,10]. The EC therefore aims to reshape global
industrial systems following the ideal goal of a zero-waste economy [11].
Nowadays, 8.6% of the world’s economy is defined as circular [12]. The current goal
is to move toward a circular, sustainable, and regenerative bioeconomy, which should
consider direct and medium- and long-term factors that affect the environment.
The issues of agri-food industry by-products and the resulting generation of waste
have pushed the European Union (EU) to promote a zero-waste economy by 2025, attracting
the interest of researchers, regulators, industry, and consumers. The initiative promoted
in December 2019 by the European Commission [13] for a Green Deal aims to make the
climate challenge and the ecological transition an opportunity for a new development
model, providing the EU with the opportunity to play a leadership role at the global level.
The Green Deal constitutes an important framework for accelerating the transition to a CE,
moving toward a more sustainable bio-economy. The European goal is to become the first
climate-neutral continent by 2050, strengthening the competitiveness of European industry
and ensuring a transition that is not only sustainable for the environment and the economy
but also for society as a whole.
The discussion of the CE has also grown rapidly at the policy level and in the academic
literature. Several academic authors have conducted studies on the theory and conceptualization of CE, the development of innovative CE models in the agri-food sector [14],
definitions of food waste [15], strategies for the avoidance of food losses and waste (FLW)
along the agro-food supply chain [16], strategies for the valorization of food waste, and
emerging conversion tools through the analysis of the functionality of technologies and
the management of agri-food waste in the context of the CE [17]. In the academic debate,
the number of papers on CE has grown more than ten-fold in the last years [18], as many
different CE studies have been published around the world [19–29].
Several scholars have evaluated the progress of CE strategies aimed to decrease the
carbon footprint of the agri-food supply chain through the development of methodologies
that assess both the upstream and downstream, such as material flow analysis (MFA),
considered by Hamilton et al. [30], which is a methodology that translates into increased
energy savings, food waste recycling strategies, and a cleaner production model. The
results of our study showed the need to implement cleaner production models and a
consequent increase in the responsibility and awareness of stakeholders, both producers
and consumers, as well as the need to implement appropriate policies and tools. A cleaner
production model is defined as the continuous application of an integrated preventive
environmental strategy to processes, products, and services in order to increase overall
efficiency and reduce risks to humans and the environment [30].
This paper provides a review of the academic literature with the aim of describing its
main characteristics and perspectives. The objective is to understand if the CE could help
reduce the environmental impacts of current agri-food economic systems.
The novel character of the paper is to present possible ways to implement CE principles
in the agri-food sector, with a strong emphasis not only on technical and organizational
aspects but also on political and social dimensions. The findings can help further transform
the current economy into the CE model.
The topics investigated in the selected papers chosen for this study are discussed in
five categories: business model and organization management, food loss and waste in the
agro-food supply chain, analytical tools for the CE, stakeholder acceptance of the CE, and
mitigation strategies and political approach.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the conceptual
framework and Section 3 presents the materials and methods. Section 4 discusses the main
findings of the literature review. The concluding remarks and limitations of this study are
presented in Section 5.
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2. Conceptual Framework: The Circular Economy in Agro-Food Systems
CE is defined as a “restorative or regenerative industrial system by intention and
design, which implies the creation of opportunities that involve the transition from an ‘end
of life’ concept to a ‘cradle-to-cradle concept’”, from the use of non-renewable energy to
the use of renewable energy, from the use of toxic chemicals to their elimination, and from
the production of large amounts of waste to its elimination, through the superior design
of materials, products, systems, and even business models [31]. The CE is a model that
offers several value creation tools that are disconnected from the consumption of limited
resources [31]. The CE is defined as a regenerative scheme in which resource inputs, waste,
by-products, energy losses, and emissions are reduced by slowing down, closing, and
limiting material and energy circuits through better and more efficient design, maintenance,
repair, reuse, durable regeneration, renovation, and recycling [18].
Kirchherr et al. [32] defined the circular system as an economic system based on
business models that replace the concept of “end of life” with the reduction, alternative
reuse, recycling and recovery of materials in the production, distribution and consumption
processes, with the purpose of achieving sustainable development, which involves the
creation of an environment of better quality and greater economic and social equity, to the
advantage of current and future generations.
In practice, the CE can be encouraged and maintained through the establishment of
innovative business models [7,33–35], which incorporate the principles of CE and their
value propositions along value chains (CE business models). However, it is challenging
for the CE to contribute to sustainability as a whole and doubt remains about the possible
environmental impact of innovative circular business models [36–38].
The CE is seen as an engine of sustainability in the literature. The CE and sustainability
are closely connected words [39]. However, CE focuses on environmental and economic
benefits, including merely the implicit social aspects [18], whereas sustainability aims to
benefit the environment, economy, and society. The CE improves traditional sustainability
approaches based on eco-efficiency by combining economic gains, reducing input costs,
mitigating supply risks, and reducing externalities [23] to achieve a greener economy
through the promotion of a more appropriate and ecological use of resources and innovative
business models [11,23]. As stated by Pavitt [40], innovation in the agri-food sector is
mainly aimed at cost decreases. Several industries and companies have used the concept
of sustainable business models to simultaneously achieve their economic, environmental,
and social objectives.
The agri-food sector, in recent years, has paid considerable attention to issues such
as food safety, traceability of production, product quality, and respect for the environment. This has led manufacturing systems to move toward more sustainable approaches.
Waste generation along the world supply chain in 2019 totaled approximately 1.3 billion
tonnes [41] due to mismanagement of resources and processes [42] and unsustainable
consumer consumption patterns [43]. As such, promoting the development of new technologies to encourage a change toward waste recycling is of paramount importance [44].
In 2013, the Ellen MacArthur Foundation [9] presented the butterfly paper, which
shows how two different cycles, technical and biological, can flow in the economic system.
The biological cycle covers the flows of renewable materials, designed to re-enter the
biosphere and organized in an open-cycle system of cascade resources, through successive
phases of extraction, production of bio-based materials, energy recovery, and nutrient
restitution to the biosphere in order to fuel the next cycle of primary products. This cascade
phases aim to maintain the quality of resources over time by adhering to the bio-based
value pyramid and the waste hierarchy. Biological nutrients can be organic or inorganic
and are described as materials or products “designed to return to the biological cycle,
being consumed by microorganisms in the soil and other animals” [45]. It is desirable for
processes of this type to be increasingly applied to agri-food systems, but this remains
conceptually distant from current realities. To date, some agri-food chains have aroused
greater interest in implementing circular systems than others.
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Figure 1. Flow chart diagram of the database literature search procedure. Exclusion criteria are indicated. (Source: authorsg).
indicated. (Source: authorsg).
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First, the papers were selected based on the information contained in the title and
abstract; then, duplicate articles extracted from different databases were subsequently
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excluded. Each of the remaining articles was further reviewed according to the information
contained in the full text. The inspection of the full text was directed at the elimination of
papers not dedicated to the CE or that did not deal with the agricultural economy. The
identification phase was conducted to include relevant studies in different databases.
The process of the selection of the relevant literature occurred in two stages: screening
and eligibility [47–49]. In the screening stage, the studies were selected and then subsequently reduced to 171 through the application of the primary exclusion criterion: only
academic articles published in indexed journals were included in this review.
Subsequently, in the next phase, the papers were chosen based on the information in
the title and then in the abstract. During this stage, the number of articles was reduced to
77, applying the exclusion criterion: only papers related to the research aims were included.
In this stage, the analysis of the abstracts led to the deletion of 94 papers not dedicated to
the circular economy or not in the field of agricultural economics.
In the next step, seven duplicate documents from different databases were removed;
thus, only 70 documents were included in this phase. Each article was also further reviewed
based on the information contained in the full text, and we chose whether the study met
the eligibility criteria for review. In conclusion, after excluding the irrelevant documents
for the study, a sample of 27 documents was selected to address our research question.
3.2. Overview of Selected Papers
Information regarding the author(s), title, year of publication, and journal of the papers
chosen for this review are presented in Table S1. The papers chosen were categorized based
on the core topic investigated:

•
•
•
•
•

Business model and organization management (n = 6);
Food loss and waste along the agro-food supply chain (n = 9);
Analytical tools for the circular economy (n = 5);
Stakeholder acceptance of the CE (n = 4);
Mitigation strategies and political approach (n = 6).

The topics investigated are presented in Table 1. Several articles investigated more
than one topic; therefore, the sum is greater than 27.
Table 1. Topics investigated in the review. CE, circular economy.
Topic

Reference

Business model and organization management

Barth et al., 2017 [50]; Evans et al., 2017 [51]; Franceschelli et al., 2018 [52];
Nosratabadi et al., 2019 [53]; Sehnem et al., 2019 [54]; Donner et al., 2020 [55].

Food loss and waste in thesupply chain

Naziri et al., 2014 [56]; Girotto et al., 2015 [57]; Corrado and Sala 2018 [58];
Boccia et al., 2019 [59]; Kyriakopoulos et al., 2019 [17]; Principato et al., 2019
[60]; Esposito et al., 2020 [14]; Bas-Bellver et al., 2020 [61]; Dora et al., 2020 [16].

Analytical tools for the CE

Pagotto and Halog, 2016 [62]; Corrado et al., 2017 [15]; Muradin et al., 2018
[63]; Belaud et al., 2019 [64]; Esposito et al., 2020 [14].

Stakeholder acceptance of the CE

Borrello et al., 2016 [65]; McCarthy et al., 2019 [66]; Atinkut et al., 2020 [67];
Coderoni and Perito, 2020 [68].

Mitigation strategies and political approach

Kristensen et al., 2016 [69]; Evans et al., 2017 [51]; Corrado and Sala, 2018 [58];
Lainez et al., 2018 [70]; Fava et al., 2021 [71]; Muscio and Sisto, 2020 [72].

As can be seen from Table 1, the topics most investigated in the literature and analyzed
in this study refer to food loss and waste in the supply chain and the business model and
organization management. This demonstrates the growing interest of agri-food enterprises
in a circular transition. However, only a limited number of studies investigated the analytical tool, mitigation strategies and political approach, and the stakeholder’s acceptance of
CE still needs further investigation. In this context, consumer acceptance of food products
with ingredients previously wasted in the agri-food supply chain is crucial for the success
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commentary articles (n. 14), followed by case studies (n. 9) and consumer behavior and
stakeholder preference analyses (n. 4). In detail, as shown in Figure 3, in 2014 and 2015, the
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4. Results
4.1. Business Model and Organization Management
The realization, acceptance, and advancement of sustainable business models in
diverse application fields are still not fully understood [53].
Franceschelli et al. [52] investigated how a food start-up improved innovations in the
business model, considering the significance of social and environmental questions. The
authors stated that the expansion of sustainable business model innovation in the agrofood sector is essential since the business is connected with the environmental and social
dimension. Barth et al. [50], in a literature review, suggested a theoretical framework for
sustainable business model innovation in the agro-food industry to address the challenges
from a sustainable perspective. Evans et al. [51] developed a combined theoretical view
to understand business model innovations that lead to improvements in the economic,
environmental, and social performance of an organization. According to the authors,
planning a sustainable business model requires the organization of sustainable value flows
between various stakeholders. The authors concluded that considering the interests and
responsibilities of stakeholders for the creation of mutual value is imperative to achieve a
sustainable business model. Nosratabadi et al. [53] discussed sustainable business models
in different sectors, considering the process of building a sustainable business model as an
innovative part of a business strategy, to provide beneficial solutions to all stakeholders
and meet the requirements of the environment and society. The outcomes revealed how the
use of sustainable business models can be grouped into fourteen categories, four of which
are the main methods used to design a sustainable business model: designing a sustainable
value proposition, designing sustainable value creation, designing the offer of sustainable
value, and the generation of sustainable partnership networks for the creation and delivery
of sustainable value capable of providing social, environmental, and economic benefits.
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The authors concluded that the realization of sustainable business models through all
application fields increases with the growing usage of innovative technologies.
Donner et al. [55] highlighted the characteristics of circular business models for the
valorization of agricultural waste and by-products, concluding that the cascading use of
biomass to generate products with high added value plays a key role in the development
of a CE. The authors analyzed 39 cases that translated agricultural waste and by-products
into products with added value through a CE approach. The authors identified six types
of circular business models: biogas plant, upcycling entrepreneurship, environmental
biorefinery, agricultural cooperative, agro park, and support structure. The results of
this study revealed the interconnectedness of the six different types of business model,
highlighting the potential of using biomass first for higher value-added products before
exploiting it as an energy source, according to the upcycling principle.
Sehnem et al. [54] analyzed how the maturity stages of the implementation of CE
practices relate to the business models of the CE within an association that included twentyeight wine producers. The results showed that the implementation of these business
models satisfies the ReSOLVE model proposed by the Ellen MacArthur Foundation [73] and
underlined how the principles of the CE are linked to the implemented business models.
4.2. Food Loss and Waste in the Supply Chain
In the last decade, FLW in the relationships between quality and quantity has become
a main concern from both environmental and social viewpoints [74]. Consistent with the
United Nations [75], one-third of all food in the world is estimated to be lost or wasted,
leaving 800 million people undernourished [76]. Since the population worldwide continues
to grow, increasing food production is not a desirable solution as it involves large costs
and places pressure on scarce natural resources. Thus, a system-wide method is needed to
add value along the supply chain while preserving nutritional benefits in the context of
minimizing food loss and waste in production and consumption [77].
Several definitions of food loss and food waste are stated in the literature, creating
difficulties for comparative studies and limiting the possibility of combining their outcomes
in a shared approach to reduce FLW [78]. The main factors of food loss are the limitations
of the infrastructure, climatic and environmental factors, and the classification by quality
or safety standards [79]. In contrast, food waste arises when food for human feeding is
wastefully removed or is not consumed by humans. This comprises food that is wasted
prior to its disposal or is still consumable when thrown away [80]. In addition, food waste
occurs mainly in the late phases of the supply chain (retail and final consumer) because of
severe conditions for quality or safety principles [81].
Corrado and Sala [58] found that current estimates of food loss and waste generation
vary between 194 and 389 kg per person per year on a global scale and between 158 and
298 kg per person per year on a European scale. The authors suggested that more efforts
are required to promote suitable strategies related to food loss and waste. Options for
exploiting food waste (FW) include, for example, the extraction of high-value compounds,
using it as animal feed, the production of biomaterials, and the generation of biofuels.
Valorization is generally more appropriate when there is consistency in waste
streams [57]. So, given the challenges faced by the agri-food chain, it is almost idealistic to define a single CE prototype for the entire sector [14]. The solutions supported by
Girotto et al. [57] suggest the interconnection between biotechnological procedures and the
co-production of biofuels and bioproducts as a strategic key directed to maximizing the
use of food waste and to increasing the income of the production sector.
The improvement in sustainable solutions for food waste management is one of the
main challenges for society. In a review, Girotto et al. [57] provided an overview of the
present discussion on the definitions of food waste, reduction strategies, and conversion
technologies that have emerged from the concept of biorefinery. The paper highlights
several solutions implemented in the management of food waste, such as donating edible
fractions to social services or for the production of biofuels or biopolymers, and providing
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food for nutrient recovery and carbon fixation by composting; less desirable options are
incineration and landfilling. The identified solutions should be able to exploit the valuable
resources represented by food waste to obtain social, economic, and environmental benefits.
Dora et al. [16] identified the key causes of FLW in the supply chain of both developed
and developing countries. Mitigation strategies were identified by systematically analyzing
and synthesizing the existing research in the field of food loss and waste in the supply
chain. According to their findings, in high-income countries, most FLWs occur at the
distribution and consumption stage, whereas in low-income countries, FLWs are focused
in the production and post-harvest stages [16].
Principato et al. [60], through an analysis of global food loss and waste, for the first
time quantified the main FLWs and their origins along the food supply chain of pasta
production, concluding that these FLWs can be reused in line with the CE. They analyzed
the life cycle of pasta production and showed that, along this supply chain, FLW mainly
occurs in the cultivation and consumption stages, and that it could be efficiently reused for
other purposes. Their outcomes demonstrated that the pasta supply chain is a virtuous
model of the CE: the food losses in the field are restricted (less than 2%), while the straw
produced during harvesting is usually employed as feed. Consistent with earlier literature,
most FLW occurs during cultivation and consumption, indicating that more research is
needed to decrease FLW in these two phases of the supply chain.
The tomato industry is another key sector of the food industry, suited to demonstrating the potential of the CE, as it produces enormous quantities of waste. These residues
negatively influence the sustainability of the food industry, as their disposal has environmental and economic impacts. However, it represents an economic and renewable biomass
that, in the context of the biorefinery model, can be exploited for the production of chemical
and energy products, thus contributing to the sustainability of this supply chain. Boccia et al. [59] also investigated the potential of tomato waste biorefinery in Italy regarding
possible reuse tactics and existing cases of converting tomato waste into merchandisable
products. The analysis of the tomato sector in Italy showed that the recycling of tomato
waste in is limited. According to the authors, some key aspects are required: improvement
in innovative technologies and processes, the identification of renewable raw materials
that do not compete with other production chains, the establishment of innovative markets
and enhancing of competitiveness, and driving the policy makers and stakeholders.
Food by-products and waste valorization practices have recently gained attention
as a means of sustainable management, which can simultaneously increase profits for
local economies. To highlight new trends and show the potential of regional economies,
Naziri et al. [56] focused on a Greek region that generates large amounts of diverse kinds
of by-products and waste from the production of olive oil, wine, and rice. According to
the authors, the transition to a CE should aim to involve stakeholders, who should take
greater notice of the know-how developed by academia and research institutes in terms of
tools for the recovery of by-products to contribute to the objective of a zero-waste society.
To implement the principles of the CE in the agri-food sector, some authors have
proposed methods of valorization and management of biomass. Bas-Bellver et al. [61]
proposed a method for enhancing vegetable waste, such as carrots, leeks, celery, and cabbage, from fresh and ready-to-eat lines, aimed at the production of functional powders
as functional food ingredients. Plant residues are effectively converted into functional
ingredients by hot-air-drying or freeze-drying, and variables such as storage environments
and grinding intensity prior to drying were measured. According to the authors, vegetable
waste powders might be used in the food industry as coloring and flavoring ingredients
or natural preservatives, or they can be used to reformulate processed foods to improve
their nutritional properties. Kyriakopoulos et al. [17] provided an update on existing technological advances and their implementation. The authors conducted a multi-parameter
approach to study the functionality of technologies in wastewater treatment, organic waste
management, agricultural development, and food waste in the context of the CE. Through
a critical approach, environmental, marketing, economic, governmental, and procedural
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points of view were assimilated. The authors noted the complexity of the implementation of the CE norm and the necessity for a specific forecast in each case. The proposed
approaches were formulated from the perspective of socio-environmental impact.
4.3. Analytical Tools for the Circular Economy
The adoption of models and tools when considering CE is fundamental to overcoming
the difficulties posed by food waste and loss and to achieve sustainable development
objectives. From this viewpoint, the life cycle assessment (LCA) methodology represents
the most commonly used instrument to estimate “the potential environmental impacts
associated with all phases of a product, process, or service” [82]. LCA is an adaptable
tool that can be used to assess environmental impacts to improve production, to optimize
resource management, and to support intervention managers in order to identify drivers
toward reducing the environmental burden of agriculture and food systems [83]. In this
sense, LCA is a tool that allows a more accurate assessment of the balance between efforts
and benefits in the implementation of CE solutions at the micro level [84].
LCA has been widely useful in measuring the environmental impact of food and
in finding diverse opportunities for improving food systems management, including the
recovery of potential long-lasting waste. However, in LCA case studies, suitable accounting
for food losses is still lacking. A divergence was observed in both the definition of food loss
and the approaches adopted towards the environmental burden of food loss. These features
can lead to misleading and, at times, contradictory outcomes, limiting the reliability of LCA
as a decision support tool for the evaluation of food production systems. Within published
studies on food LCA, the assessment of food loss along the supply chain is frequently only
partially or inconsistently achieved [85], limiting the effectiveness of LCA as a process to
support instrument decision-making.
Esposito et al. [14] examined the state-of-the-art research related to the implementation
of CE models and tools along the agri-food chain. The paper highlights that, due to the
complexity of the agri-food chain, it is utopian to define a single CE model for the entire
sector. They called upon academics to increase the quantity and reproducibility of LCA
data to guide the sustainable development of products and services. Belaud et al. [64]
assessed environmental impacts by combining the concepts of Industry 4.0, sustainability,
and agri-food to choose which pre-treatment to apply to the lignin cellulosic biomass in the
rice supply chain. They used the LCA method to support scholars in selecting a sustainable
procedure to improve the pre-treatment of rice straw.
Corrado et al. [15] provided a preliminary analysis to highlight which models in the
LCA studies of food loss have been evaluated in the literature. They suggested considering
possibly avoidable and inevitable food loss separately, and, through a discussion of the
strengths and weaknesses of the diverse methods, they provided recommendations on
how to manage food loss. They proposed the development of a shared methodological
framework to increase the robustness and comparability of LCA studies. The most important recommendations concerned the systematic accounting of food losses produced along
the food chain, the modeling of waste management based on the specific features of food,
sensitivity analysis of the modeling methods adopted to model multifunctionality, and the
need for transparency in the description of the patterns of the generation and management
of food loss.
Muradin et al. [63] conducted a comparative assessment of the eco-efficiency of biogas
production from the food industry for waste-to-energy in biogas plants depending on the
type of raw material used, its transport, and the possibility of using the heat generated.
The environmental impact of the plants was assessed by applying LCA and the impact
on costs was determined using the leveled cost of electricity (LCOE) method. The results
showed that high eco-efficiency can be achieved by installing a biogas plant near a food
processing plant.
Pagotto and Halog [62] assessed the eco-efficiency performance of various subsectors
in Australian agri-food systems using input–output-oriented approaches to data envelope
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analysis and material flow analysis. They analyzed the required (desirable and undesirable)
inputs and outputs for the entire food supply chain in Australia using material flow analysis
(MFA). The environmental impacts produced by the food chain were evaluated, and the
economic and environmental efficiency performance of various subsectors in the Australian
food system was calculated using data envelope analysis (DEA). The authors also discussed
inefficiencies during the life cycle of food production, and how the application of the
principles of industrial ecology could increase efficiency through the reductions in negative
impacts and non-renewable sources.
4.4. Stakeholder Acceptance of the Circular Economy
The integration of sustainability into business models needs a systemic vision that
contemplates n overall viewpoint of the diverse features of the system and their interrelationships [86]. Value network analysis provides this information and can determine
changes in a company’s business model [87,88]. To achieve a balanced system, deliberate
interaction, partnership, networking, and learning from multiple and diverse stakeholders
are essential [89]. Greater stakeholder engagement, coupled with better confidence and
innovation in their business models, is among the major changes that companies must
undertake to pursue a long-term sustainability goal [90–92].
The analysis of value flows within the network shows how different choices influence
the mutual satisfaction of the stakeholders and, therefore, the sustainability of the network [93]. Furthermore, the creation of mutual value requires the systemic consideration
of a large group of stakeholders who have an interest and a responsibility in the value
creation system. The literature on consumer acceptance of foods resulting from by-products
is limited because this area of research is fairly new and there are few products already
developed that can be tested [94–96].
Coderoni and Perito [68] assessed the relative importance of all factors influencing
consumers’ purchasing intentions for value-added foods (waste to value (WTV)). The
authors assessed how socio-demographic and psychological characteristics influence the
extent to which consumers engage in the CE by purchasing WTV foods enriched with
ingredients otherwise wasted in the supply chain. Through the use of two different
purchase intentions, the results showed that more than half of the interviewees declared
their willingness to buy food based on environmental sustainability issues to reduce the
environmental impact of production, assigning importance to the origin and nutritional
values of the products. They also found that the likelihood of declaring positive purchase
intention decreased with food neophobia and food technology neophobia. An important
aspect that can influence the acceptance of novel food products, especially if enriched with
by-products, is trust in the food system. Consumers are not always capable of deciding if
novel foods produced by new technologies are associated with possible risks, as they have
limited knowledge of new technologies [97].
Atinkut et al. [67] assessed the current status of agricultural waste management
(AWM), farmer availability willingness to pay (WTP), and factors influencing WTP for
AWM in a region of Ethiopia. The authors found that the most influential WTP factors
were age, education, family size, income, land, livestock, and perception. The outcomes
showed that the value of supply in working days, environmental perception, state subsidies, the shortage of farms, economic conditions, living in harmony with nature, and
knowledge of the AW strongly influenced the degree of the amount paid by farmers. The
findings are useful for understanding farmers’ attitudes toward rural quality and WTP for
environmentally friendly AWMs, as well as the need for public and private tools in AWM
for policy development and for turning waste into a resource.
Borrello et al. [65] illustrated through six circular interactions involving seven actors
(grain farmers, bread producers, retailers, compostable packaging producers, insect farmers, cattle breeders, and consumers) an alternative to the traditional bread chain based
on principles of the CE considering two innovations: insects used as animal feed and
compostable packaging with polylactic acid. The results highlight the main challenges
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faced in the implementation of the new supply chain and patents related to the production of sustainable bread. Based on the results, consumers are expected to change their
habits regarding the end of the product’s life cycle, for example, by collecting leftover
bread and used packaging and returning them to retailers. Some studies have evaluated
consumer behavior toward approaches related to sustainability and the CE. McCarthy
et al. [66] assessed the willingness of Australian households to purchase foods derived
from underutilized biomass. According to their results, half of the sample was willing
to buy value-added food. The awareness of the problem of food waste is important in
distinguishing consumers who are willing to buy value-added food from those who are not.
4.5. Mitigation Strategies and Political Approach
The goal to move to a CE has been particularly strong in Europe. The European Union
(EU) has embraced the CE as a social and political goal by stating that in “a world with
increasing pressures on resources and the environment, the EU has no choice but to make
the transition to a CE efficient in terms of resources and, ultimately, regenerative” [98].
The European Commission considered action on the FLW issue by introducing its
new CE package to inspire Europe’s transition to a CE, which will increase global competitiveness, encourage sustainable growth, and generate new opportunities. However, the
existing business models for the CE are not very dynamic and inclusive and seem unable
to support any type of company in the design of a circular business model [7].
Policy makers need to better comprehend which business model features lead to
true sustainability, and which operational, behavioral, and policy interventions might be
needed to facilitate such innovations. Policy can create effects at the individual firm level
as well as at the broader industrial system level, consequently transforming stakeholder
behavior through appropriate policy interventions such as regulation, legislation, taxation,
education, and incentives [51].
Corrado and Sala [58] analyzed existing studies on the generation of food waste at the
global and European scales, and described and compared the approaches adopted, and
then analyzed their potential in supporting European interventions and policies related
to food waste. The authors analyzed the potential of the approaches adopted to support
food waste, highlighting that although the available data provide an overall picture of the
generation of food waste at the global and European levels, in reality only two of the ten
studies provided information on interventions related to the consumption phase in Europe.
Lainez et al. [70] presented a review of the bioeconomy in Spain, considering its
characteristics and the strategy that needs to be implemented through annual action
plans. They also described the indicators used to assess the implementation of the strategy.
Fava et al. [71] provided an overview of the implementation of bioeconomy strategies in
Italy, introducing the strengths and weaknesses of the sectors involved and the measures,
regulatory initiatives, and monitoring actions undertaken. The authors concluded that
the bioeconomy is a central pillar of the Italian economy and an enabling element of the
new Italian Green Deal. Research and innovation (R&I) play an important role; therefore,
the European Commission (EC) has recently promoted dedicated research activity tools in
this area. Muscio and Sisto [72] discussed current public R&I regulations in support of the
transition to the CE model, opening a critical debate on the actual relevance of the EC in
current R&I policy regarding its main research policy frameworks in the 2007–2013 and
2014–2020 program periods. The results showed that the desire to favor a socio-technical
transition toward circularity in support of agri-food sustainability appears evident but is
not yet particularly relevant.
Kristensen et al. [69] outlined the current interrelated challenges faced by the agri-food
system in relation to environmental degradation, economic crises, and social problems, considering how these challenges are addressed in agri-food studies. The authors highlighted
examples from the literature of rethinking the future of the agri-food system, concluding
that the eco-economy and the integrated territorial agri-food paradigm share a common
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goal, but the CE stands out from the actors who are emphasizing collaborations and
partnerships with existing agri-food companies.
5. Conclusions
Within the current context of resource scarcity, global climate change, environmental
degradation, and increased food demand, the CE represents a promising strategy to
support sustainable, restorative, and regenerative agriculture. The problem created by agrifood industry by-products and waste generation has garnered the attention of academics,
regulators, industry, and consumers.
The reduction in food waste requires an integrated approach in the management
of the food supply chain [99], highlighting the need for strong cooperation between the
various stakeholders [100]. Furthermore, waste prevention requires changes in people’s
behavior, both at the corporate and individual levels [80]. National circumstances and
cultural diversities have also been linked to food waste patterns [16], which can differ from
region to region and from country to country. This indicates that effective approaches to
food waste prevention may also differ [101].
Prior to 2015, there was no political applicability of the CE concept to the entire
EU agri-food system. In 2015, the European Commission [2] launched an important
initiative to support the transition to a more CE in European countries. It is therefore
essential to maintain momentum at all levels, collaborating with multiple stakeholders
and understanding the barriers and drivers to facilitate that transition, as well as the
role of industries, professionals, and academics to help reach the full potential of the CE
model [16]. Dissemination of CE implementation good practices can help academics and
companies to gain knowledge about sustainable circular economy business models [102]
as well as sustainable consumption and production patterns. Furthermore, scholars should
contribute by publishing relevant results obtained by applying the CE principles [103],
thus helping producers to reduce food losses and waste.
In the food sector, new frontiers of research aim at the production of innovative WTV
products to reduce resource depletion and facilitate waste management.
From a political point of view, two synergistic directions of action have emerged: the
information provided by the producers, and the set of individual beliefs. Policy makers
and producers should focus their efforts on realizing more desirable and shorter cycle
conservation options, such as regeneration, refurbishment, and reuse, considering overall
system feasibility and effects [103].
In this context, the acceptance by consumers of new food products with ingredients
previously wasted in the supply chain is fundamental for the final absorption of all products on the market [68]. One of the main challenges in this evaluation is trying to elicit
consumer preferences for such products considering their food neophobia, food technology
neophobia, or their possible general distrust, because all these elements could influence
the acceptance of the specific food product.
The circular economy, like all other sustainable models, not only requires innovative
concepts but also innovative actors; often, its implementation must be supported by stakeholders who allow changes in policies and decision-making tools [104,105]. The adoption
of strategies by companies to improve the circularity of the production system also requires
collaboration with other companies along the entire supply chain to achieve a circular
model that is as effective as possible [31,106]. The implementation of a circular economy
is not always easy to undertake, as it often encounters biophysical limits, including the
high-energy requirement for resource recovery and loss in the quality of resources [107,108].
Kirchherr et al. [109] recently found that in Europe the lack of interest and awareness
on the part of consumers is a “main obstacle to the transition to CE”, as previously pointed
out by Rizos et al. [110], who noted the same complaint from small- and medium-sized
enterprises trying to move to business models and circular solutions. Kirchherr et al. [102]
found that the scientific literature in this area is insufficient, reporting that only 19% of
documents defining the circular economy consider consumption and there is no evidence
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as to why consumers choose to participate or not in the circular economy. Conversely,
Ghisellini et al. [4], found that the existing literature views consumers as passive and
rational recipients, influenced by labels and other signals from the production side in
making decisions. Therefore, it is essential to involve consumers since, as suggested by
Hobson et al. [111], the circular economy could result in a significant change in the whole
of society [112].
The scientific community should consider the growth in the bioeconomy in its research
goals. Enterprises could increase added value by innovating and developing technology to
develop business projects, bringing products and services to market with efficiency and
sustainability as guiding principles. Society must be conscious that the bioeconomy, in
the context of the CE, suggests the application of sustainability and efficiency principles
and needs innovative technologies that should be recognized and integrated into buying
choices when goods enter the market. The CE offers the opportunity to reinvent the
economy, thus making it more sustainable and competitive. The use of new and innovative
products, processes, and business models can produce increased incomes for producers by
maintaining affordable consumer prices and improving environmental and social benefits.
Ghisellini and Ulgiati [113] discussed that legislative and government support is essential
in the early stage of implementing a CE. Furthermore, the lack of government support
is one of the main obstacles that companies, especially small- and medium-sized ones,
must overcome to adopt a circular approach [114]. In this direction, given the sustainable
economic, social, and environmental dimensions of the CE, circular agriculture should
become a pillar of the economy, rather than a subsidized sector, guaranteeing economic
sustainability, the conservation of biodiversity, and productivity over time in its own agroecosystems, environmental sustainability and, in general, helping to ensure food security,
while also improving social sustainability.
With regard to the limitations of this study, we highlight that, due to the limited
number of studies examined, the results should be generalized with caution. In addition,
the relatively small number of articles demonstrates the need for further research on specific
issues faced by the CE in the agro-food sector.
Future researchers could address the applicability of a CE model through a holistic,
interdisciplinary, and integrated approach to the full use of FLW in waste reduction and
recovery of valuable by-products, thus moving toward total cleaning (zero waste).
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